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NAME
perlxs - XS language reference manual

DESCRIPTION
Introduction

XS is an interface description file format used to create an extension
 interface between Perl and C 
code (or a C library) which one wishes
 to use with Perl. The XS interface is combined with the library 
to
 create a new library which can then be either dynamically loaded
 or statically linked into perl. The 
XS interface description is
 written in the XS language and is the core component of the Perl
 extension
interface.

An XSUB forms the basic unit of the XS interface. After compilation
 by the xsubpp compiler, each 
XSUB amounts to a C function definition
 which will provide the glue between Perl calling conventions 
and C
 calling conventions.

The glue code pulls the arguments from the Perl stack, converts these
 Perl values to the formats 
expected by a C function, call this C function,
 transfers the return values of the C function back to 
Perl.
 Return values here may be a conventional C return value or any C
 function arguments that may 
serve as output parameters. These return
 values may be passed back to Perl either by putting them 
on the
 Perl stack, or by modifying the arguments supplied from the Perl side.

The above is a somewhat simplified view of what really happens. Since
 Perl allows more flexible 
calling conventions than C, XSUBs may do much
 more in practice, such as checking input 
parameters for validity,
 throwing exceptions (or returning undef/empty list) if the return value
 from the 
C function indicates failure, calling different C functions
 based on numbers and types of the 
arguments, providing an object-oriented
 interface, etc.

Of course, one could write such glue code directly in C. However, this
 would be a tedious task, 
especially if one needs to write glue for
 multiple C functions, and/or one is not familiar enough with the
Perl
 stack discipline and other such arcana. XS comes to the rescue here:
 instead of writing this glue 
C code in long-hand, one can write
 a more concise short-hand description of what should be done by

the glue, and let the XS compiler xsubpp handle the rest.

The XS language allows one to describe the mapping between how the C
 routine is used, and how 
the corresponding Perl routine is used. It
 also allows creation of Perl routines which are directly 
translated to
 C code and which are not related to a pre-existing C function. In cases
 when the C 
interface coincides with the Perl interface, the XSUB
 declaration is almost identical to a declaration of 
a C function (in K&R
 style). In such circumstances, there is another tool called h2xs
 that is able to 
translate an entire C header file into a corresponding
 XS file that will provide glue to the 
functions/macros described in
 the header file.

The XS compiler is called xsubpp. This compiler creates
 the constructs necessary to let an XSUB 
manipulate Perl values, and
 creates the glue necessary to let Perl call the XSUB. The compiler
 uses 
typemaps to determine how to map C function parameters
 and output values to Perl values and 
back. The default typemap
 (which comes with Perl) handles many common C types. A supplementary
typemap may also be needed to handle any special structures and types
 for the library being linked.

A file in XS format starts with a C language section which goes until the
 first MODULE = directive. 
Other XS directives and XSUB definitions
 may follow this line. The "language" used in this part of the 
file
 is usually referred to as the XS language. xsubpp recognizes and
 skips POD (see perlpod) in 
both the C and XS language sections, which
 allows the XS file to contain embedded documentation.

See perlxstut for a tutorial on the whole extension creation process.

Note: For some extensions, Dave Beazley's SWIG system may provide a
 significantly more 
convenient mechanism for creating the extension
 glue code. See http://www.swig.org/ for more 
information.




